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Almost since the beginning of aviation in the United 
States, tension has existed regarding the extent to 
which requirements for aeronautical activities may 
be set by states and municipalities (which are typi-
cally the owners and operators of public-use airports), 
and the extent to which they may only be regulated 
by the federal government. An early and oft-cited 
opinion—by Supreme Court Associate Justice Robert 
Jackson—concluded that “[f]ederal control is inten-
sive, and exclusive. Planes do not wander about in 
the sky like vagrant clouds.”1 But that ruling did not 
put an end to the debate about preemption and “local 
control.” The limits of federal oversight over aviation 
continue to be disputed, in contexts ranging from the 
operational rules for uncrewed aircraft2 to consumer 
protection rules for air carriers.3

However, less attention has been devoted to the 
legal underpinnings of federal control over airports, 
and the extent to which local control is allowed. This 
article is intended to provide a brief introduction to 
the relevant statutes and principles, as well as high-
light examples of some of the airports and issues 
that are currently testing the boundaries of federal 
oversight.

Generally, recent years have seen an increasing 
demand for local control of airports, at least in cer-
tain communities—an agenda typically driven by a 
small-but-vocal set of neighbors who are critical of 
noise, over!ights, environmental impacts, and other 
perceived negative effects of aeronautical activi-
ties. Although federal law offers tools with which to 
defend airport access, they are not all-encompassing—
and they assume active enforcement and engagement 
by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), which 
unfortunately is not always forthcoming.

FAA Regulation of Airport Access
Unlike for the design and operation of aircraft, rela-
tively few FAA regulations set mandatory standards 
for airports; despite their importance for aviation, the 
regulation of airports historically has received less 
emphasis than that of aircraft and airspace. FAA does 
set standards for airports that are required to main-
tain a Part 139 certi"cate to enable certain commercial 
operations—of which there are approximately 500 in 
the United States.4 But for the thousands of other pub-
licly accessible airports, the standards set forth in FAA 
advisory circulars and other guidance are just that—
advisory guidance, not binding mandates.

However, FAA can obligate airports to comply with 
agency-imposed standards through other means—
most notably, the so-called grant assurances that are 
statutorily required under the FAA’s Airport Improve-
ment Program (AIP), which provides grants to 
airports.5 Approximately 3,300 out of the 20,000 air-
ports in the United States are listed in FAA’s National 
Plan of Integrated Airport Systems (NPIAS)6 and 
accordingly are eligible to apply for AIP funds to pay 
for capital maintenance and improvements related to 
safety, capacity, and noise compatibility. The majority 
of the airports listed in the NPIAS actually do apply 
and receive grants on a recurring basis; in a typical 
year, more than $3 billion is available, with addi-
tional funds having been made available during the 
pandemic.7

Some of the commitments are largely uncontrover-
sial—such as to comply with federal civil rights law 
and other statutes of general applicability.8 But sev-
eral are of particular impact because they restrict local 
decision-making regarding airport access—including 
No. 22, a prohibition on “unjust economic discrimi-
nation” (typically requiring all types of aeronautical 
activities to be allowed to operate at an airport); No. 
23—a prohibition on “exclusive rights” (which prohib-
its both direct grants of exclusivity to operators at an 
airport and also “constructive” rights—i.e., in practice, 
it is the mirror image of No. 22); and No. 5—a prohi-
bition on surrendering an airport sponsor’s rights and 
powers over the airport to another party (such as a 
tenant or another municipality). What the grant assur-
ances require in practice is not always straightforward. 
For example, the prohibition on unjust economic 
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discrimination incorporates an exception for safety—
but FAA repeatedly has emphasized that the agency, 
and not an airport, has the "nal word as to what activ-
ities can be safely conducted.9

In 1996, FAA established a speci"c regulatory 
procedure for airport tenants and users to submit 
complaints of noncompliance,10 which has generated 
a body of administrative decisions that elaborate upon 
the grant assurances’ requirements. FAA also routinely 
generates letters to airports and their state/munici-
pal sponsors, setting forth its interpretation of the 

grant assurances. Relatively 
few disputes have been ele-
vated to a federal court.11 The 
FAA may enforce an airport’s 
grant assurance-based obliga-
tions by several methods, but 
FAA’s most effective enforce-
ment tool is the threat or 
actual withholding of other 
AIP grants.12

Typically, the obliga-
tions associated with AIP 
grants remain in effect for 20 
years and apply to the entire 
airport, not just to the feder-
ally funded project.13 Some 
obligations, however, are per-
petual. For example, if AIP 
grants are used to acquire 
real property, not just that 
parcel but the entire facil-
ity must remain permanently 
available for airport use.14 An 
airport that has ever accepted 
federal assistance—not lim-
ited to AIP grants—must 

abide by the prohibition on exclusive rights as long as 
it remains in operation.15 On the other hand, in certain 
situations—such as if the grant recipient is privately 
owned and the funded improvement has a limited use-
ful life—the obligations might have a duration shorter 
than 20 years.16 And federal law includes a procedure 
whereby an airport may request a release from some 
or all of its obligations, but requests for releases to 
enable closure or otherwise signi"cantly circumscribe 
an airport’s obligations are rarely granted.17

In addition to the grant assurances, the Airport Noise 
and Capacity Act (ANCA) was adopted by Congress in 
1990 for the speci"c purpose of restraining publicly 
owned airports from adopting new access restrictions,18 
including but not limited to noise-based restrictions.19 
ANCA operates separately from the AIP assurances,20 
and—in conjunction with its implementing regula-
tions21—requires any airport considering limits on jets, 
helicopters, and certain other aircraft to "rst perform 
an analysis of the proposal and submit it to FAA for 

possible approval. If the restrictions would apply to 
aircraft with a “Stage 2” noise rating, FAA’s af"rmative 
approval of the study is not required—but its approval 
is required if the regulated aircraft include those with 
a “Stage 3” rating or above.22 To date, only three stud-
ies have been submitted to FAA. The "rst, for a Stage 2 
restriction, was challenged in court but determined to 
be justi"ed.23 The latter two, proposing Stage 3+ restric-
tions, were each found by FAA to have not ful"lled the 
applicable statutory and regulatory predicates.24

Also highly relevant for airport access—and inde-
pendent of both the grant assurances and ANCA—is 
preemption. The courts routinely have recognized 
that federal law establishes a wide-ranging regula-
tory regime for aviation and that, as a result, most 
state or local regulation is not allowed because FAA 
could or actually does occupy the entire "eld.25 Nota-
bly, states and municipalities may not restrict how 
aircraft may operate in airspace.26 Nevertheless, the 
exact boundaries of this regime are unresolved,27 and 
there is relatively little guidance as to how its limits 
apply to regulation that is directed speci"cally at air-
ports—in contrast to aircraft, their operators, or their 
operations.28

Further, the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978 (ADA) 
codi"es some of the elements of preemption—but 
only to the extent that regulation relates to the prices, 
routes, or services of air carriers. 29 Additionally, the 
ADA incorporates an exception to preemption for 
the exercise of “proprietary powers,”30 although that 
exception typically has been interpreted narrowly.31 
As for the overall concept, the precise limits of ADA-
based preemption continue to be disputed in various 
contexts,32 and again there is relatively little airport-
speci"c jurisprudence.33

Other, lesser-known statutes also impose further 
limits on states and municipalities—and thus on air-
ports. For example, the Anti-Head Tax Act (AHTA) 
was adopted by Congress in 1973 to constrain the 
local taxation of air transportation.34 Although there 
is a carveout from the statute for landing fees and 
similar airport charges, they nevertheless must be 
reasonable.35 Additionally, the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (EPA)—in coordination with FAA—has 
exclusive jurisdiction to regulate aircraft emissions, 
preempting any different state, municipal, or airport 
standards.36

In sum, although FAA’s preemptive author-
ity derives from multiple sources—sometimes 
overlapping and not always coordinated in their con-
struction—such authority nevertheless is wide-ranging 
and should prohibit most endeavors at local control. 
But that is not to say that airport sponsors have not 
tried—and in some cases, they have succeeded.

Recent Assertions of “Local Control”
Examples of airports that have been at the forefront 
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of recent efforts to impose their own access require-
ments, circumventing or challenging FAA’s oversight, 
include those discussed below.

Santa Monica Municipal Airport, Santa Monica, 
California
An airport that could be described as a “poster child” 
for access disputes is Santa Monica Municipal Air-
port (SMO)—one of the oldest in the United States 
and once the home of Douglas Aircraft, but which its 
municipal parent since the dawn of the jet age has 
sought to restrict.

A 1984 settlement with FAA resolved then-pend-
ing disputes by allowing certain restrictions (notably, 
a noise limit and a curfew) in return for a commit-
ment to operate the airport until 2015. As the end of 
the agreement’s term approached, new disputes arose, 
including if the City’s AIP grants actually obligated 
it through 202337 and if its surplus property deed—
which, atypically, was predicated on leased and not 
fee-simple property—obligated it in perpetuity.38

In 2017, in the last days of the Obama administra-
tion, FAA entered into a new settlement with the City, 
preserving certain obligations at the airport until 2028 
while allowing its complete closure by releasing the 
airport from any obligations after 2028; the agreement 
also allowed the immediate truncation of the SMO 
runway (from 4987’ to 3500’).39 Stakeholders chal-
lenged the settlement, but the cases were dismissed 
on procedural grounds.40 Left unresolved is whether 
FAA actually had the substantive authority to agree to 
such a settlement—as well as questions for its imple-
mentation, such as what, if any, limits the City can 
impose on the sale of leaded avgas, or if the City can 
repurpose airport revenue for general purposes when/
if it closes the airport.

East Hampton Airport, East Hampton, New York
This airport on Long Island—often depicted as 
a gateway for the wealthy commuting to second 
homes—may have always had detractors, but it has 
become a !ash point in recent years as commercial 
helicopter and seaplane services have made it more 
accessible, but also more heavily traf"cked. Although 
the Town, which owns the airport, last accepted 
AIP funds in 2001—and thus was obligated through 
2021—an unusual settlement between FAA and third-
party litigants provided that certain of its obligations 
would not be enforced starting in 2015.41 On that 
basis, the Town adopted access restrictions, including 
a noise limit, trip limits, and a curfew.42 Stakeholders 
successfully challenged the restrictions, with a federal 
appeals court ultimately con"rming that ANCA was 
applicable irrespective of East Hampton’s grant status, 
further preempting the restrictions.43

Subsequently, after its grant-based obligations had 
expired, the Town—with the implicit support of at 

least some regional FAA of"cials—adopted a new 
strategy: the Town posited that by closing the airport 
for 33 hours, it could “extinguish” the statutory obliga-
tions that were still applicable and reopen as a “new” 
airport, at which time it would have local control and 
could restrict operations—including restrictions simi-
lar to those previously adopted and beyond (such as 
a weight limit and a punitive landing fee schedule for 
larger aircraft).44 Stakeholders also challenged these 
restrictions, and in October 2022 a state court ruled 
that the Town’s restrictions violated ANCA and, fur-
ther, that the restrictions had not been adopted in 
conformity with the applicable state environmental 
requirements.45 The Town has appealed the decision 
and also initiated a new environmental study.46 Unre-
solved is how/if it will also endeavor to comply with 
ANCA or if it will attempt other stratagems for restric-
tions and/or closure.

Heliports, Manhattan, New York
As discussed above, much of the traf"c destined for 
East Hampton departs from the Manhattan heliports, 
and the helicopter operations at those facilities have 
historically been the target of public ire, as well as 
restrictions.47 In 2022, the state legislature adopted 
a bill that would have restricted the use of the West 
30th Street Heliport, as well as enabled noise-based 
lawsuits by private individuals against helicopter oper-
ations throughout the state.48 The governor vetoed the 
bill after a concerted lobbying campaign by industry, 
citing ANCA, the ADA, and preemption, among other 
issues.49 Notably, any restrictions that might have been 
adopted by New York could not regulate sightseeing 
!ights that originated in and returned to New Jersey.50

Reid-Hillview Airport, San Jose, California
Inspired by Santa Monica and East Hampton, the 
leaders of Santa Clara County, California, decided 
to cease accepting AIP funds for its primary gen-
eral aviation airport (RHV), with the intent of closing 
it after its obligations expire in 2031.51 In the mean-
time, the County has banned the sale of avgas at both 
of its airports, citing alleged health effects on airport 
neighbors from lead.52 This ban triggered an infor-
mal FAA investigation,53 but the agency subsequently 
ended the proceeding and entered into a settlement 
to enable RHV to serve as a pilot program for the sale 
of a replacement fuel.54 However, a complaint "led by 
stakeholders is ongoing.55 The endgame is likely to be 
of national signi"cance; other sponsors are likely to 
seek to leverage avgas and other environmental issues 
as a justi"cation for access restrictions.

Naples Municipal Airport, Naples, Florida
Naples Municipal Airport in Florida (APF) has 
the distinction of being the only airport at which 
access restrictions successfully were implemented 
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in conformity with ANCA—although only on older, 
louder “Stage 2” "xed-wing aircraft (which subse-
quently were phased out on a national basis),56 and 
only after protracted litigation with FAA and stake-
holders.57 In recent years, the City has expressed 
interest in imposing new limits on operations at 
the airport, in response to complaints. The airport’s 
counsel has cautioned that doing so likely would be 
dif"cult, as well as expensive,58 but also suggested 
circumventing FAA and seeking a release from Con-
gress of the applicable grant-based obligations and 
statutes.59

Zamperini Field, Torrance, California
Zamperini Field (TOA) is another airport with an 
unusual history—which the sponsor is seeking to use 
to its advantage to restrict operations. Although it is 
included in the NPIAS and eligible for AIP grants, the 
airport has not accepted federal funding since 1966.60 
Moreover, although it was transferred to the City as 
surplus property after World War II, FAA later released 
it from its federal obligations except for a bare 
mandate to continue operating as an airport.61 Never-
theless, the City’s discretion to set local requirements 
is limited, by both preemption and statutes of general 
applicability. Notably, FAA has warned the City that an 
ordinance62 that purports to restrict departure !ight 
paths is unenforceable.63 Torrance nevertheless is con-
sidering whether to enforce the so-called no early left 
turn rule and adopt other limitations64—setting up 
another con!ict with stakeholders, as well as FAA.65

Conclusion
The importance of airport access for the future of 
aviation in the United States cannot be understated. 
Absent a place for aircraft to take off and land, every 
other concern of the industry is effectively irrelevant.66

Yet recent years have seen a surge of efforts to impose 
restrictions, including new targets (e.g., helicopters) 
and new stratagems (e.g., emissions). Ironically, these 
campaigns may serve to impede the introduction of 
new technologies that could best bene"t those who 
complain. Although still relatively few in number, such 
efforts must be taken seriously—and responded to 
comprehensively.

Moreover, although in a few cases municipali-
ties have succeeded in imposing restrictions—and 
have encouraged other sponsors to explore simi-
lar strategies—they typically have involved unique 
circumstances that are not generalizable to other air-
ports. FAA retains authority that is both clear and 
broad, which implicitly or explicitly preempts “local 
control” agendas. But a further question is whether 
FAA remains willing to exercise that authority. 
Although the agency no longer formally has the role 
of promoting aviation,67 protecting access to airports, 
and thus maintaining a functional national airspace 

system, should be a core component of its mandate.
In closing, the issues confronting airports are not 

new. Writing nearly a century ago, the New York Court 
of Appeals warned that efforts to restrict airports were 
shortsighted and counterproductive. Those words are 
still true today, if not more relevant than ever:

Aviation is today an established method of trans-
portation. The future, even the near future, will 
make it still more general. The city that is with-
out the foresight to build the ports for the new 
traf"c may soon be left behind in the race of 
competition. Chalcedon was called the city of the 
blind, because its founders rejected the nobler 
site of Byzantium lying at their feet. The need 
for vision of the future in the governance of cit-
ies has not lessened with the years. The dweller 
within the gates, even more than the stranger 
from afar, will pay the price of blindness.68
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